Do ATP and UTP involve cGMP in positive inotropism on rat atria?
ATP and UTP induced a dual inotropic effect in rat left atria: first a decrease and then an increase in contractile tension were observed. PPADS, an antagonist of P2X receptors, inhibited positive inotropism induced by ATP and alpha,beta-meATP. Chiefly, we investigated intracellular mechanisms responsible for the positive inotropism. We tested cromakalim and glibenclamide, an activator and an inhibitor, respectively, of ATP-sensitive K(+) channels. These compounds did not influence the effects of ATP. IBMX, a phosphodiesterase inhibitor, and H-7, an inhibitor of protein kinase C and cAMP-dependent protein kinase, did not modify the inotropic effects of ATP. Instead, H-8, an inhibitor of cAMP- and cGMP-dependent protein kinases, strongly inhibited the positive effects of both ATP and UTP, suggesting the possible involvement of cGMP in the inotropism. Also, LY 83583, an inhibitor of cGMP production, reduced positive inotropism by alpha,beta-meATP, ATP and UTP. Moreover, 8-Br-cGMP (50 microM), a stable analogue of cGMP, inhibited positive inotropism by all nucleotides. Lastly, we determined intracellular cGMP levels by RIA; the cyclic nucleotide increased during positive inotropism induced by ATP and UTP. The results regarding positive inotropism suggest that: (a) ATP acts through P2X receptors, while UTP may act by P2X, but also through PPADS-insensitive receptors; and (b) changes in intracellular cGMP concentration are involved in this inotropic effect.